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After half an hour more, she spoke, "I was thinking of something. Umm... "

"Hmm?" Oliver raises his brow to question her.

"What are your thoughts on adopting a pup?" She asked softly. It was not that they could have their own blood and flesh but giving an
orphan child a complete family was something that she couldn't help but admire about Brandon.

"Adopting?"

"Yeahhh... I mean.."

"That's an amazing idea," Oliver said, cutting her in between with a big smile on his face. "And I want to adopt a baby girl." He suggested.

"Perfect." Rebecca agreed.

*

"So, Oliver is thinking about your second marriage?" Brandon asked, getting uncomfortable with that thought while returning back home
after dinner, on which Sophia nodded her head reluctantly.

"But don't worry, I won't marry anyone, and Oli is not dad, so he can never force his decision on me," Sophia said, trying to calm him down.

"I'm not worried about that, Amour ❤," Brandon muttered, kissing her. "I'm worried about the thought of whether I will be able to earn his
trust again?"

"You will, and Rebecca will help us too," Sophia added to lift his mood, but he still looked tense. "But the way, if nothing is working, then I
can help you in releasing your tension when we get home."

Brandon's eyes twinkled hearing it. He felt his erection swell under his trouser. At that moment, he wanted nothing to disappear the kids
with unknown magic and have Sophia in his own way in the car. But he knew he had to wait.

Brandon kept checking the time after every few seconds, but neither the time was passing, nor they were reaching the penthouse as soon
as possible. And the worst part was Sophia changed her seat and sat with the kids to know what Calvin and Colton taught Caroline today
and what did she really learn?

Twins were spending all their time with Caroline, teaching her each and everything they knew so that she could learn everything that the
kids of her age should know, starting from Alphabet to sentences, knowing the name of the foods to how to eat them.

While Logan told both Brandon and Sophia by observing Caroline all these days that her talismans (pendant) gathered energies from the
Moon Cycles to keep her alive, all these eyes without food and water. Also, it could be used by her as a vessel by increasing her power and
keeping her safe in many ways.

There were a lot of things for them to know about Caroline's power because, as per the theory, a witch started showing their power the
moment they hit puberty, and at the age of twenty-two, all their 6powers are finally activated, just like the way, werewolves showed their
real form at the age of eighteen.

"So, where are Caro's eyes?"

Caroline pointed at her eyes before speaking, "Eyes, nose, ears, forehead, hairs, fingers, neck, shoulder, stomach, hands, legs, knees…." And
she kept explaining all her body parts by touching them.

"Perfect," Colton remarked.

"Yes. Sarah is very smart, Mom. I'm sure by in the next few months, and she can join us in the school skipping nursery." Calvin said happily.

"Thank you, boys. I must say that you two are doing a great job." Brandon appreciated that they grinned when Sophia talked to them about
Caroline's arrival in their life so that they wouldn't feel insecure about it, but their replies surprised everyone.

'It's okay, Mom. I can understand that for a while, Sarah will be your topmost priority because she is different from the rest of the kids.'

'Also, we understand that she needs you and dad more than us because all these years, we had at least you, but she had neither mom nor
dad by her side. So, we won't complain, especially me.' Calvin said with a smile.

*

Sophia looked away when her gaze matched with Brandon.

'I can never get enough of this man.' She thought and smiled, knowing very well that his eyes were still on her. He used to take her mind
and breath away when he was sick. Now that he was completely fine, she couldn't imagine what he would do tonight.

After reaching home, she took the kids to their room. As for now, they were going to share their room, but Brandon promised to get them a
personal room for themselves after reaching Paris.

"Jake, please bring two cups of chocolate milk for Calvin and Colton and plain milk for Caro," Sophia instructed when Jake greeted her.

"Sure, lady Boss." Saying this, he nodded and looked at her back before leaving. Sophia turned around and saw Brandon, who was following
her like a lost puppy. He knew that he couldn't get a hand on her until she tucked all of them onto the bed.

Sophia turned around and found Brandon.

"I was thinking of helping you, you know…." 'So that you can get free as soon as possible.' He didn't say the further things on which
Sophia's cheeks turned a shade darker, knowing very well why Brandon desperately wanted to help her!

Brandon changed the Clothes of Calvin and Colton while Sophia did the same to Caroline in the washroom. After that, she helped all of
them to freshen up. By that time, their milk was already in their room.

Thankfully, all of them slept quickly because of the tiredness, including Caroline. It was Jake's responsibility to keep her so busy with all the
activities throughout the day so that she would automatically feel sleepy by night.

The moment when Brandon realized that all of them had slept, he grabbed Sophia's waist and started taking her out of the room in a hurry.

"I wonder how you control yourself. I was having a hard time, you know.", he whispered in her ear and kissed her ear.

.
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